ABOUT US
Quality is our top priority.
Are you looking for a specialized coating
applicator company for swimming pools,
chemical tanks, roofing and factories in the
dairy, drinks and food industry? ToCoat is the
place to be. We have experienced employees
in coatings and the building industry.
We have mastered a lot off cleaning-, coating
and blasting techniques, even nanotechnology
applied coatings. We work for international
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HACCP - DAIRY- AND FOOD INDUSTRY
In the food industry is hygiene the most import part
of the production. That is why factories need to meet
higher and higher standards in the coming years.
The way they used to protect the factory and the
products does not meet the current standards that
supermarkets and governments require them to have.
ToCoat has THE products that protect the factory
walls, floors and ceilings from germs and bacteria.
We apply products that we guarantee to last at least
15 years, and the history to prove it. The products we
apply have certificates to prove they will not harm
the products and cannot be contaminated with
germs and bacteria.

SWIMMING POOLS AND WELLNESS
The importance of safety and hygiene play an important role in the world of pools. The surroundings
and inside has to meet standards to guarantee given by the law and swimming pools themselves.
ToCoat works only with systems that meet the standards given by the EU and have been designed
especially for this purpose. With our experienced employees we can guarantee a high quality and
durable result that our customer demand.

Our Strengths:
ISO9001 certification
ISO45001 certification
We follow the highest HACCP guidelines

To be able to swim safely and walk around is critical in and around pools, this is why there a set of
laws and rules concerning it. These include skid resistance and the against growth of bacteria in and
around pools, shower- and changing rooms. ToCoat only works with certified products following the
Europe’s norms like the anti-skid NEN norm 13451 -1:2011.

We inspect brine baths during the production process
We can renovate during the production proces

FLOOR COATINGS

ROOFING

Floor have a lot to endure in a lot of places.
When a normal floor like concrete Is not enough
to handle the workload, ToCoat advices to put a
coating system on it. It can be applied on almost any
surfaces and will increase its durability and will can
have other effects that situations demand,
for example:

Prevention is better than reparation!
Special roof coating is the new way to improve your
roof. it’s the best way to make an old roof seamless,
watertight in a way stagnant water is no problem
and sun reflecting. It stops the aging of almost every
roof and roof covering and can be applied on old
and new covering. This method is completely
different from the original way to improve a roof
and a lot cheaper.

-

Shock resistant
Hygienic and anti-skid
Seamless and pore free
Water,- and leakproof
Resistant to chemicals and acids
Handling pressure of heavy vehicles

Every situation requires a different coating system.
ToCoat can advice which kind of system should be
applied for walls, floors and ceilings. A system can
be decorative and functional depending on the
demand.

CONCRETE RENOVATION
ToCoat specialises in the maintenance and renovation of concrete. We have years of experience
renovating monuments, works of art (such as bridges and viaducts) and objects along roads.
We carry out our work for housing corporations, private individuals and companies.
Reinforcement in concrete can rust, which is known as concrete rot. We can help you to repair
concrete rot. ToCoat is an expert in the field of concrete damage, including corrosion, cracking, leaks,
crumbling of concrete cover, mechanical damage, castings, gravel nests and other casting defects.
Our professional team can thoroughly test the concrete to find the cause of the damage and we are
specialised in concrete repair. We can also provide a surface protection system to increase the
durability of your concrete structure.

